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Google starts sending data
about your web traffic to
Google Analytics even if
the JavaScript is disabled.
This is done by sending a
DNS query to the
subdomain ga.google.com.
Now, instead of sending this
DNS query, the script will
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redirect the user to a static
HTML page which points to
Google’s dedicated server
(Proxied server). This can
be a security and privacy
risk. The reason being that
Google has no way to see
what the user was doing on
the website. So, for
example, if a user was
trying to surf the net and
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looking for the IP for the
user’s local IP range, Google
would have no way of
knowing that. References
Physics This is the physics
dept. The group owns a new
non-contact particle
detector and a new small
inductive electric pump
which are used in our
physics studies. LEAR is a
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member of the Nepean
Particle Physics
Collaboration based in New
Zealand. The aim of the
project is to survey the local
pion and kaon spectra for
particle physics
applications. All the physics
that goes on in the group
starts with the teaching of
the physics lessons. The
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teaching is held on
Thursday afternoons, at
4.30pm and 6.30pm in
French, and Monday
evenings, at 8.00pm and
9.00pm in English, which
are now running on a
weekly basis. In the physics
dept. the children are given
lots of opportunities to
participate in physics
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investigation.The inhibition
of platelet-derived growth
factor by thrombospondin
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Blocks Google Analytics
DNS traffic Using Google
Analytics is very simple.
When Google Analytics is
activated, a unique string of
randomly generated
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alphanumeric characters,
the dynamic tracking ID, is
sent to your website. When
users visit your website,
they are identified with this
code in order to measure
your reach and determine
your conversion rate. With
just one simple text file,
you can easily identify and
block your website’s DNS
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response from Google
Analytics. Read more for
details Technical details:
Steps to install: Download
and extract the archive to a
local directory (**NOT**
the directory where Google
Analytics is installed) In the
extracted zip folder, open
the Notepad and replace the
content of the following
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file: C:\Users\Administrator
\AppData\Local\Google\Ch
rome\User Data\Default\Ex
tensions\szxyvgwcd_l\szxyv
gwcd.sqlite For the demo
purposes, the same file was
created in another location
on the same system. Open
and create an account. Go
through the quick start
process, please, note, that
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Google Analytics will send
data to their servers
regardless of whether you
have enabled them or not.
This file downloads the
following data to the server:
1. Hostnames 2. Credentials
3. Analytics version Despite
the fact that this file is
encrypted, its decryption
and analysis is not actually
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prohibited. In addition,
unlike other files from the
extension, this file does not
contain any malicious code.
All it contains is the hosts
file. And, the hosts file is
not actually connected to
Google Analytics. All the
data it contains is simply
downloaded to the server.
**The first edit has been
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done using the Windows
package. However, the
utility doesn't use any 3rd
party modules, it's simply
written in.NET
framework.** Community
Help Get latest updates
about Open Source
Projects, Conferences and
News. Sign up for the
SourceForge newsletter: I
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agree to receive quotes,
newsletters and other
information from
sourceforge.net and its
partners regarding IT
services and products. I
understand that I can
withdraw my consent at any
time. Please refer to our
Privacy Policy or Contact
Us for more detailsQ:
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Instalation: Download: Get
a VPN! ( Visit for more
great freebies! Get free,
useful tech pro videos like
this one delivered to your
inbox every week. You can
unsubscribe at any time.
The New SSL Certicom
Certfio What is a
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Certificate Authority? What
should you do? Will a
Generated SSL certificate
compromise the security of
your site? Is there a more
secure way to build an SSL
certificate? What is Cofa's
SSL certificate? Can I still
secure my https site with
self-signed SSL
certificates? All this and
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more this week on Stay
secure! In this video I will
tell you how to get a fully
free SSL certificate for
your website with a good
performance and for free. If
you liked the video, you can
give us a like and come to
our page for more freebies!
Stay secure! In this video I
will tell you how to get a
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fully free SSL certificate
for your website with a
good performance and for
free. If you liked the video,
you can give us a like and
come to our page for more
freebies! Stay secure! How
to set up Ubuntu and
SOCKS proxy server In this
video we will cover how to
enable SOCKS proxy in
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Ubuntu. We will show you
how to enable connection
sharing to and from internet
in Ubuntu. We will share
our own experiences using
proxy server with SOCKS
and HTTP combined. Have
any problem with
application not working in
your Ubuntu? Want to
move your network from
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Windows to Ubuntu? Want
to have your own VPN? Do
not try to change your
system settings. That
definitely won't work and it
could even bricked your
system and you will have to
restore your PC with your
backup. If you are looking
for a recommendable and
friendly way
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What's New in the BlockGAnalyticsDNSQueries?

1.Hosts: “127.0.0.1,”
“localhost,” “0.0.0.0,” “::1”
2.Channels a.Advertising
Analytics b.Analytics The
application detects the
traffic and matches them
with the provided channels.
After confirming the
matches, the tool redirects
users to the adblocker and
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adds a note to the hosts file
in the background (for
example, 2). This feature
needs to be installed before
using it, since it works only
with a few web browsers.
The user interface offers
three advanced features.
These are: “restore all
original IP addresses” and
“restore all original
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domains” are for users who
want to restore their
browsing data completely.
Moreover, “restore all
original IP addresses” also
restores Google Analytics
parameters. The third
option, “restore all original
domains” restores the
parameters of the website,
as well as Google Analytics
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results. Below is a small
instruction video to show
you how to set it up. ]]>It's
Time For The Number One
Course That Would Change
Your Life Tue, 09 Oct 2017
13:00:22 +0000 many of us,
we feel the time of our lives
is one of struggle. A
struggle to find the
meaning, a struggle to live
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life the way we want to, a
struggle just to survive. We
are constantly looking for
some sort of answers. Some
sort of meaning. We ask
ourselves “why is life like
this?” “why am I here?”
“Why am I struggling like
this?” When we experience
a challenge, we look to
others for guidance. We
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look to others who have
learnt from previous
experiences. We look to
others who live in a
different time, and they
possess the answers that we
haven’t been able to find.
On the internet we find all
these people, and many
more. We see the success
stories, and the life journeys
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of these individuals and we
find strength. Because all
these people have a
common theme: they have
found something.
Something that
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System Requirements:

Minimum Supported
Operating Systems: Mac OS
X 10.6.8 Windows XP SP2
or later System
Requirements:
Compatibility: Mac OS X
10.6 or later Microsoft
Windows XP SP2 or later
Windows 7 32-bit or 64-bit
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Windows 8 32-bit or 64-bit
Mac OS X 10.5 or later
Windows
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